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ABSTRACT
Recent experience seems to have shown that credit markets are more important than equity markets for investment and
macrodynamics. This paper examines the effect of Tobin’s equity q and bond q on investment. More specifically we
study the role of Tobin’s equity (usual) q, average q and bond q for aggregate investment over the period 1953:
Q4-2011: Q1. Employing bond q and equity q, or alternatively bond q and average q, shows that these variables are
very relevant in explaining investment. Yet, the time scale matters too. Examining the relationship of these variables
over a long time scale, at low frequencies, we can show that the combination of bond q and average q are the most significant determinants of aggregate investment. Moreover, for the longer time scale the two variables, bond q and average q, result in the highest goodness of fit demonstrating good in-sample forecasting properties. As to the individual
determinants of aggregate investment over the period 1953: Q4-2011: Q1, bond q is by far the most influential variable
at all frequencies since it always has the highest correlation with investment and this correlation is always statistically
significant. Similarly, the greater significance of average q, as compared to equity q, is probably an outcome of the financing instruments for investment.
Keywords: Equity Market; Bond Market; Tobin’s q Theory of Investment

1. Introduction
In macroeconomics one of the most contentious issue is
the theory and empirics of investment. Tobin’s seminal
work that investment is guided by the value of the asset
of the firm in the stock market has become the standard
theory of investment. It is based on some measure of the
stock market value of the firm (value of corporate equity)
relative to the replacement cost of its existing capital.
This measure is denoted as Tobin’s q in the literature,
and as a result Tobin’s q is used as a main determinant of
a firms’ investment decision. Numerous theoretical and
empirical studies on this issue have been conducted, but
as has also been noted, for example by [1,2], the relation
between Tobin’s q and investment has been quite an empirical failure. Amongst other reasons, this may reflect
that the market valuation of a firm’s assets is very volatile and there seem to be other relevant factors determining investment.
Numerous articles have been published that showed,
those factors such as expectations, the distinction between investment decisions and investment spending1,
credit and financing constraints are important as well. In
1

Differences between investment decisions, investment spending, and
the time lag between the two, are discussed in Kaleckian approaches.
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a simplistic view, to finance an investment project a firm
could consider the following: 1) Using retained profits
(internal finance); 2) Issuing a debt instrument for example a bond (external finance); 3) Selling equity or shares
(external finance) and 4) Obtaining loans from a bank or
financial institution (external finance).
Although a firm may have financing opportunities and
even if it faces no financing constraint, there are still
more factors that may be taken in to consideration before
undertaking an investment project. Moreover, the decision on the type of external financing is a factor. A firm
may aim at obtaining or issuing a debt instrument. By
issuing a debt instrument, this allows a firm to fully
benefit from the net profits or tax advantages. On the
other hand, a firm may intend to issue shares (equity).
Issuing shares has the downside of paying out profits, but
it has the upside of spreading the risk in the event that a
project is not profitable. Recently the major issue has
become to what extent firms’ investments are determined
by the value of equity or by conditions of the credit markets (bond issuing and loans from banks). One can state
those alternative investment rules by saying: What drives
investment? Is it Tobin’s equity q or Tobin’s bond q? In
addition, we would want to explore which determinants
are relevant on different time scales.
TI
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The traditional theory of investment provides an elegant representation of a firms’ decision problem, relating
investment to the value of the equity of a firm. In addition, the theory yields a simple investment rule derived
from a firms’ decision problem. This paper examines
whether the determinants of investment are bond q and
equity q. We will also use a less conventional q measure,
namely an average q. As a result, we will employ alternatively equity q and average q. Using bond q and equity
q or bond q and average q, allows us to take in to account
other factors beyond stock market valuation as being the
key factor determining investment. As to the time scale
of the link between the different q’s and investment we
examine the relation between investment, bond q and
equity q and the relation between investment, bond q and
average q, whereby all the variables are evaluated at
higher and lower frequencies.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents an outline of the standard theory of
investment. Section 3 discusses the methodology and
data sources. Section 4 presents the estimation results
and Section 5 concludes the paper.

there is a zero depreciation rate and in line with [4] we
also assume that the purchase price of a unit of investment good is one and hence the cost of purchasing an
investment good is It.
In other studies such as [5], the adjustment costs of
investing are a convex function of the investment rate. In
line with [4], we assume that adjustment costs are a convex function of the level of investment and are given as
I 2
C  I t   t ,   0 , where C   I t    I t  0 (for all
2
I t  0 ) and C   I t     0 .
To solve the problem that the representative firm faces
we employ Pontryagin’s maximum principle and formulate the current value Hamiltonian. The current value
Hamiltonian is expressed as follows:
H c  kt , I t 
  π  K t  kt  I t  C  I t    qt I t ,

where qt  t e rt and qt denotes the market value of a
unit of capital. Substituting the explicit adjustment costs
function in the current value Hamiltonian results in the
following:
H c  kt , I t 

2. The Standard Theory of Investment
Model
In this section, we present a modified neoclassical investment model that characterizes the representative firm’s
decision problem and we use this to derive the relation
between investment and Tobin’s q. The modification we
introduce is in the form of adjustment costs and based on
the derivation, we express a regression equation that we
estimate. We follow a similar framework to that outlined
by [3]. In addition, we employ Pontryagin’s maximum
principle and also evaluate the local stability properties
around the steady state of each variable of interest.
The objective of the representative firm is to determine
investment that maximizes the present value of its net
profit over an infinite horizon, and this is presented as
follows:
max  
It



e

 rt

t =0

 π  Kt  kt  I t  C  I t  dt

(1)


I 2 
  π  K t  kt  I t  t   qt I t .
2 


(4)

The first order conditions derived from (4) are as follows:
H c  kt , I t 
I t

 0  1   I t  qt  0  qt  1   I t

also expressed as:
qt  1   I t .

The law of motion for the co-state variable is:
H c (kt , I t )
kt

(5)

(6)

 rqt  qt  qt  rqt  π  Kt  .

The transversality condition can be written as follows:
lim e  rt qt kt  0 .
t 

s.t. I t  kt

(2)

where  is the present value of the firms’ net profit
over an infinite horizon, π  Kt  is the real flow of profits for the firm per unit of capital, and kt is the firm’s
capital stock. In line with [3], we assume the discount
rate r is constant and that Kt the industry wide capital
stock trajectory is taken as given by each firm and each
firm chooses its investment over time to maximize 
for a given Kt. The real flow of profits for the firm,
π  K t  , are inversely related to Kt. We also assume that
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

(3)

Equation (5) implies an investment rule which is that
firms invest until the total cost of an additional unit of
capital is equal to the market value of a unit of capital.
Equation (5) can also be interpreted as the market value
of a unit of capital is also equal to the marginal value of
an additional unit of capital. We show this alternative
interpretation in the Appendix (A1) by using the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman method to solve the firm’s maximization problem and this yields the same result as shown
in Equation (5). Although Equation (6) is the law of motion for the co-state variable, it also implies that the marTI
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ginal revenue of capital is equal to its opportunity cost2.
Using Equation (5) allows us to determine the optimal
investment level that maximizes the current value Hamiltonian and this is represented as follows:
qt  1   I t   I t  qt  1  I t 

1



 qt  1 .

(7)

Using Equation (5) we can now reach the following
optimal investment rules:
1) When qt  1  I t  0 , 2) when qt  1  I t  0
and 3) when qt  1  I t  0 . In the literature, the standard measure of Tobin’s q is the ratio of a firm’s stock
market valuation relative to the replacement cost of its
physical asset. Using this approach, if qt is greater than
one, then a firm should undertake an investment project
because the market values the firm’s assets beyond the
cost associated with taking on an investment project.
Even with the implied investment rule based on the derivation of Equation (5), [2,6] note that the critical variable
which is marginal q and in this context as derived in
Equation (5) is unobservable. As a result, empirical work
based on the q theory of investment is based on its average measure, where the average measure is used as a
proxy for marginal q. Moreover, [2] note that the average
measure as a proxy is used with stock market valuations
only under stringent conditions which are linear homogeneity of the profit and adjustment cost function.
Nevertheless, the standard investment model assumes
that all firms in an industry are identical. As a result, if
there are N firms in the industry, it follows that economy
wide capital accumulation is expressed as follows:
K
K t  Nkt  NI t  I t  t .
(8)
N
From Equation (5) we have that  I t   qt  1 and
C   I t    I t which is then expressed as
K
C   I t    qt  1 but from (8), I t  t and hence we
N
have the following:
 K 
C   t    qt  1   I t ,
N 

(9)

which is a monotonic function, is a one-to-one function
and is an onto function. As a result, and as noted by [7]
the inverse exists, that is C 1 exists which then allows
2

Using a cost function that is quadratic in the investment rate e.g.
2

C  I t , kt  

1  It 
a   kt , yields a non-intuitive and difficult to explain
2  kt 

first order condition for the following:
2

I 
H c
 rq  q  π  K t   rqt  qt    t  . As a result, that is why for
k
 kt 
the purposes of this paper, we employ a cost function that is quadratic
in the level of investment and not quadratic in the investment rate.

Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

K t
 C 1  qt  1 . Defining the inverse in a
N
general functional form results in the following:

us to have

C 1  qt  1  f  qt  1 ,

and from this we obtain the following:
K t
 f  qt  1  K t  Nf  qt  1 .
N

(10)

(11)

Equation (11) allows us to observe the relation between economy wide capital accumulation and Tobin’s
q. The function f  qt  1 is a monotonic function
and it preserves the properties of the original function
C   I t    qt  1 . As a result, we have the following:
 K 
 K 
C   t    I t  C   t   C   I t     0.
N 
N 

(12)

Similarly because f  qt  1 preserves the properties
of the original function, we then have the following:
1

C    qt  1   0 ,



K
1

C 1   qt  1   f   qt  1  t  0.
qt



(13)
(14)

Using Equations (6) and (11) we then have a system of
two differential equations which are derived from the
firms optimizing strategy. The system of two differential
equations is as follows:
qt  rqt  π  K t  ,

(15)

K t  Nf  qt  1 .

(16)

We now proceed to determine the steady state values
of the system and then analyze local stability around the
steady. The steady state is determined as follows:
qt  0  q 

πK 
r

(17)

and using Equations (8) and (16) we then have that when
qt  1  kt  0 , and K t  0 and f  0   0 .
The differential equations are non-linear because we
do not have the explicit form of the function π  Kt  , and
also do not have the explicit form of the function
f  qt  1 . As a result, we linearize the system of differential equations. The linearized forms of Equations (15)
and (16) are expressed as follows:

 

(18)



(19)

qt  r  qt  q   π K   K t  K   ,



K t  Nf  q  1  qt  q  ,

which in matrix form can be expressed as follows:
TI
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r
 qt  
 K   
 t   Nf  q  1

π K    q 
 t 
  Kt 
0


 
 π   K  K  rq 


  Nf   q  1 q 






(20)







The Jacobian matrix analyzed at the steady state is as
follows:

 π K  
r


.
J 
 Nf  q  1

0


The trace of the Jacobian matrix at steady state is
Trace J   r  0 and the determinant of the Jacobian
matrix at steady state is Determinant
Det J   π  K  Nf  q  1  0 w h e r e π K   0

 





(total assets minus total liabilities). Average q, is denoted
as Atq , and is defined as the ratio of the sum of the market value of corporate equity and total liabilities to total
assets. The data for constructing average and equity q is
derived from the Federal Reserve Board’s Flow of Funds
account Z1 statistical release for March 8th, 20123. The
values are not seasonally adjusted and are for Nonfinancial Corporate business. Bond q, which is also referred to
as the relative price of corporate bonds is computed in
0.1  rt10
line with [1,2] as Btq 
where rt10 is the 10
0.1  ytBaa







saddle path stability.

year treasury constant maturity rate and ytBaa is Moody’s Baa Corporate bond yield. The data for computing
bond q is derived from the Board of the Federal Reserve
System (FRED)4. For investment and capital stock, we
use the series on private non-residential fixed investment
in equipment and structures and the corresponding current cost of net capital stock from the Bureau of Economic Analysis5.

3. Methodology and Data

4. Estimation Results

In this section we present the methodology we use to
estimate the relation between investment, Tobin’s equity
q and bond q. In addition, we explain the data that we use
in our analysis. The analysis in the paper is for the U.S.
economy. We estimate an equation using a particular
representation and transformation of the first order condition expressed in Equation (7). We estimate an equation between the investment rate, Tobin’s q and bond q
and we use two forms of observable Tobin’s q, namely
equity (usual) q and also average q. In line with [1,2], we
estimate the following equations using OLS with NeweyWest HAC consistent standard errors. The equations are
as follows:

In this section we present the estimation results of Equations (21) and (22). In addition we present the estimation
results of Equations (21) and (22) using the low frequency component of each variable. The low frequency
component is the trend component of each variable,
which we construct using a HP filter6. We use the trend
component of each variable so as to capture the relationship between the variables when they are analyzed at low
frequency which should reflect long run trends. Table 1
reports the standard regression results for Equations (21)
and (22). The Wald joint coefficient test indicates that
jointly, bond q and equity (usual) q have an effect on the
investment rate. Similarly, based on the Wald joint coefficient test, both bond q and average q have an effect on
the investment rate.
Over the period 1953: Q4-2011: Q1, using either average q or equity q and taking into account serial correlation with a four quarter moving average, the percentage
point responsiveness of the investment rate with respect
to bond q is approximately the same. In addition, the

 

 

and

   
Nf   q  1  0 . As a result,


 

the system exhibits

 It 
q
q
    0  1 B t 1   2 E t 1   t ,
 Kt 

(21)

 It 
q
q
(22)
    0  1 B t 1   2 A t 1   t .
 Kt 
The transformation in relation to (7) is consistent with
empirical estimations and as a result we use the invest I 
ment rate denoted as  t  , as a dependent variable and
 Kt 
not the level of investment. For our empirical analysis,
Tobin’s equity q is denoted as Etq , and is defined as the
ratio of the market value of corporate equity to net worth
3

Link to the data is http://www.federalreserve.gov/datadownload.
To compile bond q, data on Moody’s Baa index is denoted in monthly
form. As a result, to be consistent with all other series, we convert the
data into quarterly data by using an equally weighted moving average.
The link to the data series for bond q is
http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2.
4
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5

The current cost of net capital stock is denoted annually and data is in
year-end estimates. As a result, we use the year end value of the previous period and divide it by four. We do not use the divided series as a
proxy for the quarterly data, instead we take each year end estimate
which is divided by four, then compile a quarterly series through linear
interpolation between each year end estimate rather than use the whole
year end estimate as a proxy for quarter 1 of the following period because this would overstate the value. As a result, each year end estimate
is divided by four and is then used as a proxy for the following year
quarter one series, then linear interpolation is used through the variables
that are proxies so that a series for quarter 2 and quarter 3 can be constructed for each year from 1953: Q1-2011: Q1.
6
We use the maximum standard value for   14400 so that we can
generate a smooth trend series.
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Table 1. Standard regression output 1953: Q4-2011: Q1.
Regression Output
(P-value in parenthesis)

α0

α1

α2

R2

Regressors: Bond q and
Equity (usual) q

0.09
(0.07)

0.35
(0.00)

–0.0001
(0.67)

0.63

Residual Diagnostics

0.025
1

Autocorrelation: LM (4) =
Heteroske-dasticity:
Normality: JB Stat = 0.078
Strict exogeneity :
183.4 (0.00)
Orthogonality is satisfied
ARCH (4) = 132.78 (0.00)
(0.961)

Wald Test: Joint Coefficient
Test
Regressors: Bond q and
Average (usual) q
Residual Diagnostics

S.E. of
regression

H0 = α1 = α2 = 0

χ2 (2) = 39.11 (0.00)

0.1
(0.06)

0.34
(0.00)

–0.0006
(0.034)

0.63

0.025

Autocorrelation: LM (4) =
Heteroske-dasticity:
Normality: JB Stat = 0.41
Strict exogeneity1:
Orthogonality is satisfied
180.6 (0.00)
ARCH (4) = 116.32 (0.00)
(0.82)

Wald Test: Joint Coefficient
Test

H0 = α1 = α2 = 0

χ2 (2) = 38.80 (0.00)

Equations (21) and (22) adjusted for autocorrelation with MA (4) terms and Newey-West HAC consistent standard errors.

goodness of fit is relatively the same where bond q and
average q or bond q and equity q explain 63% of the
variation in the investment rate. This result of the goodness of fit is fairly similar with [1,2] results over their
full sample periods which are 1953: Q3 to 2007: Q2 and
1952: Q1-2009: Q4, respectively.
Another similar result to that of [1,2] is that in both the
regressions using either bond q and average q or bond q
and equity q, bond q is more correlated with the investment rate as compared to the other regressors. Furthermore bond q is always statistically significant at all levels
of significance and the striking similarity is also captured
in the regression where bond q and equity q are used,
where in this context equity q has no explanatory power.
Table 2 reports the regression results for Equations
(21) and (22) conducted with their respective trend variables. The Wald joint coefficient test indicates that jointly,
the trend of bond q and trend of equity q have no effect
on the investment rate. In addition, the percentage point
responsiveness of the investment rate with respect to
bond q and the percentage point responsiveness of the
investment rate with respect to equity q are individually
statistically insignificant when using the trend components of the variables. This result probably shows and
captures the low variation in either one of the variables
because of the smoothness of the trend.
On the other hand, the Wald joint coefficient test
shows that jointly the trend of bond q and the trend of
average q have an effect on the trend of the investment
rate. In addition, the percentage point responsiveness of
the investment rate with respect to bond q and percentage
point responsiveness of the investment rate with respect
to average q are individually quantitatively and statistically significant when using the trend component of the
variables. Furthermore, the percentage point responsiveness of the trend of the investment rate with respect to
the trend of bond q and the trend of average q are the
highest as compared to any other coefficients and the
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

goodness of fit of 82% is also the highest showing good
in sample forecasting properties.
Based on Tables 1 and 2, there is evidence that jointly,
bond q and equity q or bond q and average q have an
effect on the investment rate. In addition, this is supported by the goodness of fit. Even with these findings,
an analysis of the trend component of the respective
variables shows that it is average q and bond q, rather
than equity q and bond q, which jointly and individually
affect the investment rate. This is consistent with the
interpretation that over the long term, bond q and average
q rather than bond q and equity q determine aggregate
investment.
The result that the bond q is so dominant for investment—in the shorter as well longer run may need some
qualifications. For example, other liabilities rather than
corporate equity also have an important role in the financing of investment projects. Of particular interest, is
also that at low frequency bond q and average q reveal
the highest goodness of fit and by implication this shows
good in-sample forecasting properties.

5. Conclusion
This paper finds evidence that both, bond q and equity q,
and alternatively bond q and average q have a strong
impact on investment. Yet, an analysis of the time scales
of the economic relationships—high and low frequency
movements of the data shows that it is average q and
bond q, rather than equity q and bond q, that jointly and
individually determine the investment rate. Moreover,
using the low frequency component of bond q and average q, results in the highest goodness of fit and this implies good in-sample forecasting properties. Based on
these findings, using the trend component of the variables, over the long term bond q and average q rather
than bond q and equity q determine investment. In some
sense, our results replicate earlier studies that equity value
TI
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Table 2. Regression with trend component of each variable 1953: Q4-2011: Q1.
Regression Output
(P-value in parenthesis)

Regressors: Trend Bond q and
Trend Equity (usual) q
Residual Diagnostics
Wald Test: Joint Coefficient
Test
Regressors: Trend Bond q and
Trend Average q
Residual Diagnostics
Wald Test: Joint Coefficient
Test

α0

α1

α2

0.33
0.084
(0.03)
(0.62)
Autocorrelation: LM (4) = Heterosked-asticity: ARCH
225.39 (0.00)
(4) = 217.32 (0.061)
H0 = α1 = α2 = 0

R2

0.0001
0.72
(0.93)
Normality: JB Stat =
Strict exogeneity1:
Orthogonality is satisfied
15.13 (0.79)

0.014

χ2 (2) = 0.26 (0.87)

0.1
0.36
–0.031
0.82
(0.43)
(0.02)
(0.01)
Autocorrelation: LM (4) = Heterosked-asticity: ARCH Normality: JB Stat = 1.4
Strict exogeneity1:
Orthogonality is satisfied
229.84 (0.00)
(4) = 189.33 (0.005)
(0.5)
H0 = α1 = α2 = 0

S.E. of
regression

0.011

χ2 (2) = 136.18 (0.00)

Equations (21) and (22) with trend component of each variable adjusted for autocorrelation with MA (4) terms and Newey-West HAC consistent standard errors.

appears to be a too noisy variable to conclusively show
its impact on investment in the shorter run. If anything it
will show up as a relevant factor for investment in the
longer run. The credit market and bond market seem to
be more important. Thus other liabilities, rather than
corporate equity, such as bonds, loans and other debt
instruments may be used and may have an important role
in the financing of an investment project.
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Appendix A1: Solving the Model Using the
Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman Method

rV  kt   max  π  Kt  kt  I t  C  I t   V   kt  I t  (A2)

In the outline of the modified neoclassical investment
model, Equation (5) implies an investment rule which is
that firms invest until the total cost of an additional unit
of capital is equal to the market value of a unit of capital.
Equation (5) is derived using Pontryagin’s maximum
principle. We now use the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
method to solve the firm’s maximization problem so that
we can show that the market value of a unit of capital is
equal to the marginal value of an additional unit of capital.
Using the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman method we have
the following value function:

Differentiating the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation
with respect to the control variable results in the first
order condition which is as follows:

V  kt   max  
It



e

 rt

t 0

 π  K t  kt  I t  C  I t   dt , (A1)

I
s.t. I t  kt , and where C  I t   t .
2
The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation for (A1) has
the following form:
2
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It

  rV  kt  
I t

 1  C   I t   V   kt   0 ,

which is also expressed as follows:
V   kt   1  C   I t  .

(A3)

Using the explicit adjustment costs function,
aI 2
C  I t   t , then C   I t    I t and V   kt   1   I t .
2
From the current value Hamiltonian and Equation (5)
we have that qt  1   I t  V   kt   qt . This result
shows that the market value of a unit of capital, which is
qt, is also equal to the marginal value of an additional
unit of capital which is V   kt  .
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